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Your Clinical
Assistant
Saving clinical
time



Supporting clinicans
in their role



Better and faster
patient outcomes

New technology that assists hospital workers and particularly those that
work in the frontline, is high up on the agenda across the NHS. Alertive’s
mobile application delivers time savings, reduces stress for staff and reduces
organisational risk for the Trust.

Alertive’s Critical Alert capability has demonstrated the ability to replace
ageing bleep technology and pager as well as providing secure, compliant
and integrated clinical messaging.
Alertive’s Clinical Tasks and Priorities capability enables Trusts to navigate
spikes in activity more effectively by facilitating more efficient allocation of
work amongst on-call staff and creating real-time visibility of task progress
and clinical results.











Alertive’s Event Monitor provides a real-time view of test results released,
changes to patient status and other updates within clinical systems.





Critical Alerting
Alertive replaces bleeps and pagers as the critical
messaging tool, with the ability to:

•

Select a message type that reflect urgency and
immediately view the receipt and response

•

Direct alerts to individuals, teams or roles to improve
response times

•

Override the recipients’ volume and do not disturb
mode

•

Accompany the ‘bleep’ sound with a message to give
the recipient details or to ask a question

•

Auto delivery retry and fail-over to SMS

Rather than a constant stream of pagers going off; junior
doctors receive simple, clear requests, messages and
questions, with the ability to respond with one click, as
well as hunt for relevant team members to divert or
escalate the message. This improved way of working has
demonstrated savings of 17% of a junior doctor’s time.
Our partnership with Apple means we are able to override
an iPhone set to silent mode with a critical message for the
recipient.
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Clinical Messaging
Follow up on critical alerts and initiate conversations
using Alertive’s secure, integrated messaging with all
conversations stored in a secure, auditable archive.
Alertive’s conversation channels are extremely flexible
with staff able to communicate as individuals, within
teams or by role. The ability to give and take on-call
roles through a digital handover and to manage those
roles centrally improves average response times and
facilitates easier continuity of care between shifts.
Patient related conversations including audio files and
attachments can automatically attach to the patient
record* providing further time savings.

Secure,
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Messaging
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Groups

*Dependent on electronic patient record system used by the Trust.

Clinical Tasks and Priorities
Navigate spikes in activity and staff shortages
more easily with Alertive’s Clinical Task and Priority
capabilities:

•

Establish tasks that can be assigned using
existing or improved practices

•

Easily capture task attributes like priority and due
time as well as any specific instructions

•

Keep requestors and co-ordinators appraised of
progress with real-time status updates

•

Maintain flexibility to reassign tasks or escalate
tasks as the need arises

Trusts can use Clinical Tasks and Priorities to manage
existing working practices like Hospital at Night or to
create new processes that help manage workload.
Improvements can not only improve the hospital’s
workforce management, but improve peace of mind
for requestors, co-ordinators and administrators and
reduce response times for patients.
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Event Monitoring
Alertive’s Event Monitor works with clinical systems to
provide real-time visibility of critical information.
Our integration and automation capabilities include:

•

Flexible API framework to monitor and update other
systems

•

Bot framework to enable staff to self serve data from
clinical systems

•

Robotic Process Automation to alert staff automatically
of events

Our customers have utilised these features to:

•

Alert specific teams based on an admission in the EPR

•

Look up patient allergies and subscribe to new blood
results as they become available for any patient

•

Monitor changes to patient acuity scores

•

Transcribe patient conversations to EPR and EDMS

•

Maintain a traditional telephone interface to raise calls
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Our secure foundation

•

ISO27001, DCB0129 and Cyber Essentials
Compliant

•

All records are auditable and stored securely

•

Enterprise grade authentication through Active
Directory, so every member of staff is on the
platform; this reduces the risk of unauthorised
access

•

Can be used on Phone, Tablet or Desktop (Any
Device) with any connection (WiFi or Data)

•

Alertive is designed to meet both NCSC and
NHS security standards.

•

Alertive can be Cloud based or on premise
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Carefully planned and implemented

We are conscious that staff are extremely busy and tolerance for
technology that doesn’t work first time is low. We work closely with key
stakeholders to roll out our product to users in a way that minimises
disruption of staff, their ability to deliver patient care and existing clinical
processes.

Discovery:
Live review of current
processes, identify key
team, resources and
success criteria.

Installation &
Configuration:
Technical
implementation phase.

Support & Adoption:
Staff engagement,
system rollout, launch
events, familiarisation &
adoption.

Measure & Monitor:
Capture measurements
against the core
success criteria &
analyse end user
behaviour patterns.

Evaluate:
Data analysis to
demonstrate the
success criteria
and generate ROI
statement.

Our team:

A blend of Healthcare and technology experience

Thomas Haley

Technical Delivery Manager
Tom has over 10 years experience working
collaboratively with customers to overcome technical
challenges. He heads up a team that combines strong
technical skills with good personal skills.

Poppy Sanders

Staff Engagement Consultant
With years of experience driving change in the NHS, Poppy is
our staff engagement, adoption & transformation specialist.
Seeing the customer through from kick-off to success.
poppy.sanders@alertive.co.uk

thomas.haley@alertive.co.uk

Paul Lawrie

Customer Operations Director
Paul’s knowledge & experience spans customer
support, deep product knowledge and best practice
implementation.
paul.lawrie@alertive.co.uk

Joe Hurd

Project Manager
Joe plays a key role in project management, bridging the gap
between our customers and our technical team.
joe.hurd@alertive.co.uk
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